TC-AF
6/3/21 Minutes
- Attendees: Jeff M. Smith (Chair), Marisa Dery, Keith McElveen, Gordon Reid, Rob Maher, Anibal Ferreira
- Convention updates from last week:
  - none in Forensics specifically,
  - many interesting activities
  - New TC in MLAI should be good to collaborate with
- Upcoming events
  - Hybrid IN PERSON Vegas 10/11-13, ONLINE: streamcast 10/20-23
  - possibilities:
    - work with TC MLAI for panel or tutorial on forensics
    - repeated intro to AF tutorial presentations
    - dealing with audio from multiple synchronous sources
  - Smith will solicit proposals at a later date
- Open mic
  - next conference?
    - Must propose very soon if shooting for 2022.
    - If trying for 2023, should get a proposal together by Oct.
    - Boston? Marisa to inquire with local sites
    - Canada? Gordon to inquire with contacts
    - Potentially could revisit ideas with California?